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I certify that the marks shown below have been registered as a series of 4 marks
under No. UK00003508211 effective as of the date 04/07/2020 and have been
entered in the register on 09/10/2020
Signed this day at my direction

Tim Moss
REGISTRAR

Representation of Marks
Mark 1
wodensoft
Mark 2
WodenSoft
Mark 3
WODENSOFT
Mark 4
Wodensoft
The marks have been registered in respect of:
Class 9:
Simulators for simulating the effect of earthquakes;AI software;Application
development software;Application server software;Application simulation
software;Application software;Application software for cloud computing
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services;Application software for mobile devices;Application software for mobile
phones;Application software for smart TV;Application software for smart
phones;Application software for social networking services via internet;Application
software for televisions;Application software for wireless devices;Application suites
[software];Artificial intelligence and machine learning software;Artificial intelligence
software;Artificial intelligence software for analysis;Artificial intelligence software for
driverless cars;Artificial intelligence software for healthcare;Artificial intelligence
software for surveillance;Artificial intelligence software for vehicles;Assistive
software;Augmented reality software;Augmented reality software for
education;Augmented reality software for simulation;Augmented reality software for
use in mobile devices;Augmented reality software for use in mobile devices for
integrating electronic data with real world environments;Authentication
software;Banking software;Big data management software;Bioinformatics
software;Biometric software;Blog software;Business application software;Business
intelligence software;Business management software;Business performance
management [BPM] software;Business process management [BPM]
software;Business software;Business technology software;CMS software [Content
management system];Character recognition software;Children's educational
software;Civil engineering software;Cloud computing software;Cloud network
monitoring software;Cloud server software;Collaboration management software
platforms;Collaboration software;Collaboration software platforms
[software];Collaboration tools [software];Collaborative software;Communications
server software;Communications software;Community software;Computer
application software;Computer application software for TV;Computer application
software for mobile phones;Computer application software for mobile
telephones;Computer application software for streaming audio-visual media content
via the internet;Computer application software for use in implementing the Internet of
Things [IoT];Computer application software for use with wearable computer
devices;Computer chatbot software for simulating conversations;Computer
communication software to allow customers to access bank account information and
transact bank business;Computer e-commerce software;Computer e-commerce
software to allow users to perform electronic business transactions via a global
computer network;Computer interface software;Computer programming
software;Computer programs [downloadable software];Computer programs and
software for image processing used for mobile phones;Computer screen saver
software;Computer screen saver software, recorded or downloadable;Computer
search engine software;Computer software;Computer software
[programmes];Computer software adapted for use in the operation of
computers;Computer software applications;Computer software applications,
downloadable;Computer software concerned with children's education;Computer
software designed to estimate costs;Computer software designed to estimate
resource requirements;Computer software development tools;Computer software
downloadable from global computer information networks;Computer software
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downloadable from the internet;Computer software downloaded from the
internet;Computer software for Global Positioning Systems;Computer software for
Global Positioning Systems (GPS);Computer software for accessing computer
networks;Computer software for accessing databases;Computer software for
accessing information directories that may be downloaded from the global computer
network;Computer software for accessing, browsing and searching online
databases;Computer software for administration of local area networks;Computer
software for advertising;Computer software for analysing market
information;Computer software for application and database integration;Computer
software for assisting in the design of sports equipment;Computer software for
audibly controlling a computer and the operation thereof;Computer software for
authorising access to data bases;Computer software for biometric systems for the
identification and authentication of persons;Computer software for business
purposes;Computer software for cellular phones;Computer software for
communicating purposes between microcomputers;Computer software for
communicating with users of hand-held computers;Computer software for
communication between computers over a local network;Computer software for
computer aided software engineering;Computer software for controlling and
managing access server applications;Computer software for controlling self-service
terminals;Computer software for controlling the operation of audio and video
devices;Computer software for converting document images into electronic
formats;Computer software for creating and editing music and sounds;Computer
software for creating dynamic websites;Computer software for creating searchable
databases of information and data;Computer software for database
management;Computer software for document management;Computer software for
education;Computer software for electronic bulletin boards;Computer software for
encryption;Computer software for entertainment;Computer software for facilitating
payment transactions by electronic means;Computer software for generation of
typefaces and fonts;Computer software for instrument tuning;Computer software for
inter-network accounting in the telecommunications field;Computer software for
interpreting fingerprints or palm prints;Computer software for mobile applications that
enable interaction and interface between vehicles and mobile devices;Computer
software for mobile phones;Computer software for monitoring the use of computers
and the internet by children;Computer software for organizing and viewing digital
images and photographs;Computer software for processing digital images;Computer
software for processing digital music files;Computer software for processing market
information;Computer software for producing financial models;Computer software for
recording sound;Computer software for scanning images and documents;Computer
software for system cleaning and optimization;Computer software for testing
vulnerability in computers and computer networks;Computer software for the
administration of on-line games and gaming;Computer software for the collection of
positioning data;Computer software for the compilation of positioning data;Computer
software for the control of lighting;Computer software for the creation of
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firewalls;Computer software for the detection of threats to computer
networks;Computer software for the display of digital media;Computer software for
the dissemination of positioning data;Computer software for the monitoring of
computer systems;Computer software for the processing of positioning
data;Computer software for the remote control of electric lighting
apparatus;Computer software for the remote control of office machines and
equipment;Computer software for the remote control of security apparatus;Computer
software for the remote control of telephone sets and radiotelephony sets;Computer
software for the transmission of positioning data;Computer software for time
control;Computer software for tracking driver behaviour;Computer software for use
as an application programming interface (API);Computer software for use in
computer access control;Computer software for use in computer network access
control;Computer software for use in creating and designing websites;Computer
software for use in medical decision support systems;Computer software for use in
migrating between different computer network operating systems;Computer software
for use in programming facsimile machines;Computer software for use in providing
multiple user access to a global computer information network;Computer software for
use in remote meter monitoring;Computer software for use in remote meter
reading;Computer software for use on handheld mobile digital electronic devices and
other consumer electronics;Computer software for wireless content
delivery;Computer software for wireless network communications;Computer software
in the field of electronic publishing;Computer software packages;Computer software
platforms;Computer software platforms for social networking;Computer software
platforms, recorded or downloadable;Computer software programs;Computer
software programs for database management;Computer software programs for
spreadsheet management;Computer software relating to financial history;Computer
software relating to the handling of financial transactions;Computer software relating
to the medical field;Computer software supplied from the Internet;Computer software
supplied on the Internet;Computer software that assists computers in deploying
parallel applications and performing parallel computations;Computer software that
permits games to be played;Computer software to automate data
warehousing;Computer software to enable browsing on global computer
networks;Computer software to enable retrieval of data;Computer software to enable
searching and retrieval of data;Computer software to enable searching of
data;Computer software to enable teleconferencing, videoconferencing and
videophone services;Computer software to enable the provision of electronic media
via communications networks;Computer software to enable the provision of
electronic media via the Internet;Computer software to enable the provision of
information via communications networks;Computer software to enable the provision
of information via the Internet;Computer software to enable the searching of
data;Computer software to enable the transmission of photographs to mobile
telephones;Computer software to enhance the audio-visual capabilities of multimedia
applications;Computer software to enhance the audio-visual capabilities of
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multimedia applications, namely, for the integration of text, audio, graphics, still
images and moving pictures;Computer software to maintain and operate computer
system;Computer software to operate vehicles;Computer software used for providing
search engine services;Computer software, recorded;Computer telephony
software;Computer video game software;Computer whiteboard software;Computeraided engineering [CAE] software;Conference software;Content access
software;Content control software;Content management software;Control segment
integration software;Controlling software for computer printers;Credit screening
software;Cryptography software;Customer relation management [CRM]
software;Dashboard software;Data and file management and database
software;Data and image processing software for making three dimensional
models;Data carriers for computers having software recorded thereon;Data
communications software;Data compression software;Data management
software;Data mining software;Data processing software;Data processing software
for graphic representations;Data processing software for word processing;Database
management software;Database server software;Database synchronization
software;Day trading software;Debugging software;Decision-making
software;Decoder software;Desktop publishing software;Development environment
software;Diagramming software;Digital dashboard software;Digital solutions provider
[DSP] software;Digital telephone platforms and software;Document automation
software;Document management software;Document management system
software;Downloadable application software;Downloadable application software for
smart phones;Downloadable cloud computing software;Downloadable computer
game software;Downloadable computer game software via a global computer
network and wireless devices;Downloadable computer security
software;Downloadable computer software;Downloadable computer software
applications;Downloadable computer software for designing and modelling of three
dimensional printable products;Downloadable computer software for remote
monitoring and analysis;Downloadable computer software for the management of
data;Downloadable computer software for the management of
information;Downloadable computer software for the transmission of
data;Downloadable computer software for the transmission of
information;Downloadable computer software for use as a digital
wallet;Downloadable computer software for use as an electronic
wallet;Downloadable computer utility software;Downloadable email
software;Downloadable game related software applications;Downloadable instant
messaging software;Downloadable interactive entertainment software for playing
computer games;Downloadable interactive entertainment software for playing video
games;Downloadable smart phone application software;Downloadable smart phone
applications (software);Downloadable software;Downloadable software
applications;Downloadable software applications for mobile phones;Downloadable
software applications for use with three dimensional printers;Downloadable software
in the nature of a mobile application;Downloadable software in the nature of a mobile
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application for playing games;Downloadable video game software;E-commerce and
e-payment software;E-commerce software;E-mail software;E-payment
software;Editing software;Education software;Educational computer
software;Educational software;Electrical engineering software;Electromechanical
software;Electronic article surveillance [EAS] software;Electronic device software
drivers that allow computer hardware and electronic devices to communicate with
each other;Electronic game software;Electronic game software for handheld
electronic devices;Electronic game software for mobile phones;Electronic game
software for wireless devices;Electronic mail and messaging software;Electronic
sports training simulators [computer hardware and software-based teaching
apparatus];Email software;Embedded operating software;Embedded
software;Encryption software;Enterprise application software [EAS];Enterprise
content management [ECM] software;Enterprise resource planning [ERP]
software;Enterprise software;Entertainment software;Environmental control
software;Environmental monitoring software;Extranet software;Facial analysis
software;Facial recognition software;Factory automation software;File management
software;File server software;File sharing software;File synchronization
software;Financial management software;Fire detection software;Fire mapping and
analysis software;Fire modeling and simulation software;Firmware and software for
electronic cigarettes;GPS software;Gambling software;Game development
software;Game software;Games software;Games software for use with
computers;Games software for use with video game consoles;Gaming
software;Gaming software that generates or displays wager outcomes of gaming
machines;Geographic information system [GIS] software;Gesture recognition
software;Global positioning system [GPS] computer software;Graphic art
software;Graphical user interface software;Graphics software;Hardware reliability
software;Hardware testing software;Health monitoring software;Home automation
software;Image management software;Image processing software for in-vehicle
cameras;Image recognition software;Industrial automation software;Industrial
controls incorporating software;Industrial process control software;Industrial
software;Information retrieval software;Instant messaging software;Integrated
software packages;Integrated software packages for use in the automation of
laboratories;Intelligent Character Recognition [ICR] software;Intelligent gateways for
software defined storage;Interactive computer software;Interactive computer
software enabling exchange of information;Interactive computer software that
provides navigational and travel information;Interactive entertainment
software;Interactive entertainment software for use with computers;Interactive
entertainment software for use with personal computers;Interactive game
software;Interactive multimedia software for playing games;Interactive
software;Interactive video software;Interface software;Internet access
software;Internet messaging software;Intranet software;Intrusion detection system
[IDS] software;Inventory software;LAN [local area network] operating
software;Lighting control software for use in commercial and industrial
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facilities;Logistics software;Machine control software;Machine learning
software;Machine learning software for advertising;Machine learning software for
analysis;Machine learning software for finance;Machine learning software for
healthcare;Machine learning software for surveillance;Magnetic data carriers bearing
recorded software;Mail server software;Maintenance software;Management
information system [MIS] software;Manufacturing software;Map software;Market
forecasting software;Market prediction software;Master of Education
software;Mechanical engineering software;Media and publishing software;Media
development software;Media server software;Media software;Media streaming
software;Mesh network software;Microwave engineering design software;Middleware
for management of software functions on electronic devices;Mobile application
software;Mobile device management software;Mobile software;Motion control
software;Multimedia software;Multimedia software recorded on CD-ROM;Music
software;Music-composition software;Navigation software;Network access server
operating software;Network management computer software;Network management
software;Networking software;Noise cancellation software;Office software;Office
suites [software];On-premise management software;Online payment
software;Operating and user instructions stored in digital form for computers and
computer software, in particular on floppy disks or CD-ROM;Operating computer
software for main frame computers;Operating software;Operating system
software;Operational risk management software;Optical Barcode Recognition [OBR]
software;Optical Character Recognition [OCR] software;Optical Mark Recognition
[OMR] software;Optical data carriers bearing recorded software;Optimisation
software;Packaged software;Parental control software;Payment software;Personal
computer application software for document control systems;Personal computer
application software for managing document control systems;Personal computers
incorporating dietary aid computer software;Platform software;Plugin software;Pre
recorded computer software;Pre-recorded software;Predictive maintenance
software;Presentation software;Print server software;Printer spooler software;Privacy
protection software;Privacy software;Process controlling software;Product
engineering software;Product lifecycle management software;Production support
software;Programmed video games contained on cartridges [software];Programming
software;Programs (Computer -) [downloadable software];Project management
software;Proxy server software;Publishing software;Real-Time Collaborative Editing
[RTCE] platforms [software];Recorded computer game software;Recorded computer
software;Recorded computer software for safe car driving;Recorded computer
software for safe vehicle driving;Reference software;Reporting software;Reservation
systems software;Retail software;Revision control platforms [software];Risk detection
software;Robotic Process Automation [RPA] software;Satellite imagery photointerpretation software;Scheduling software;Science software;Search engine
software;Search marketing software;Security software;Sensory software;Server
software;Server-side software;Simulation software;Simulation software
[entertainment];Simulation software [training];Simulation software for use in digital
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computers;Smart home software;Smart house software;Smart manufacturing
software;Smartphone software;Smartphone software applications,
downloadable;Social software;Speech analytics software;Speech recognition
software;Student software;Supply chain management software;Surveying
software;System and system support software, and firmware;System
software;System support software;Table representation software;Tax preparation
software;Teacher software;Telecommunications software;Testing software;Third
party search marketing software;Threat detection software;Tools [software] for pay
per click optimisation;Tools [software] for search engine optimisation;Traffic
management software;Training software;Typeface font computer software;UPI
[universal peripheral interface] software;USB [universal serial bus] operating
software;USB operating software;Unified communications software;Utility
software;Utility, security and cryptography software;VPN [virtual private network]
operating software;Vehicle control assistance software;Vehicle control
software;Vehicle simulation software;Video conference software;Video display
software;Video editing software;Video game software;Video games on disc
[computer software];Video games programs [computer software];Video games
software;Virtual and augmented reality software;Software;Software (Computer -),
recorded;Software and applications for mobile devices;Software
applications;Software applications for mobile devices;Software applications for use
with mobile devices;Software compiler;Software compiling tools;Software converters
of natural language into machine executable commands;Software development kit
[SDK];Software development programmes;Software development
programs;Software development tools;Software downloadable from the
internet;Software drivers;Software for Automated Business Process Discovery
(ABPD);Software for Digital Distributed Storage;Software for GPS
navigation;Software for GPS navigation systems;Software for Smart
Contracts;Software for X-ray tomography;Software for accessing information on a
global computer network;Software for arcade video game machines;Software for
arranging online transactions;Software for card readers;Software for commerce over
a global communications network;Software for computers;Software for conducting
general meetings;Software for converting natural language into machine executable
commands;Software for debt recovery;Software for designing online advertising on
websites;Software for diagnostics and troubleshooting;Software for dosimetry
purposes in the field of radiotherapy;Software for dynamic tomography
apparatus;Software for electronic driving assistance systems;Software for
embedding online advertising on websites;Software for ensuring the security of
electronic mail;Software for evaluating customer behaviour in online shops;Software
for facilitating secure credit card transactions;Software for generating virtual
images;Software for greenhouse gas accounting;Software for interactive
television;Software for mobile device management;Software for mobile
phones;Software for monitoring, analysing, controlling and running physical world
operations;Software for network and device security;Software for online
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messaging;Software for operating an online shop;Software for operating and
managing integrated circuit components;Software for optical character
recognition;Software for pay per click optimisation;Virtual assistant software;Virtual
classroom software;Virtual reality game software;Virtual reality games
software;Virtual reality software;Virtual reality software for education;Virtual reality
software for medical teaching;Virtual reality software for playing virtual reality
games;Virtual reality software for simulation;Virtual reality software for
telecommunications;Virtual server software;Voice recognition software;WAN [wide
area network] operating software;Web application and server software;Web
application software;Web content management [WCM] software;Web development
software;Web server software;Web site development software;Website development
software;Workflow management system software;Workflow software;Workforce
management software;Software for processing digital images;Software for
processing electronic payments to and from others;Software for processing images,
graphics and text;Software for processing images, graphics, audio, video and
text;Software for product development;Software for remote diagnostics;Software for
renting advertising space on websites;Software for satellite navigation
systems;Software for search engine optimisation;Software for searching and
retrieving information across a computer network;Software for smartphones;Software
for tablet computers;Software for televisions;Software for the analysis of business
data;Software for the control of stage lighting apparatus and instruments;Software
for the integration of artificial intelligence and machine learning in the field of Big
Data;Software for the operational management of portable magnetic and electronic
cards;Software for the planning, integration and optimisation of smart city
applications;Software for the planning, integration and optimization of Smart City
applications;Software for the processing of business transactions;Software for the
redirection of messages;Software for use in advertising;Software for virtual reality
cinema;Software platforms to allow users to collect money;Software programmable
microprocessors;Software programs for video games;Software related to handheld
digital electronic devices;Software reliability software;Software suites;Software
testing software;Software to control and improve audio equipment sound
quality;Software to control building environmental, access and security
systems;Software (Computer -), recorded;Software and applications for mobile
devices;Software applications;Software applications for mobile devices;Software
applications for use with mobile devices;Software compiler;Software compiling
tools;Software converters of natural language into machine executable
commands;Software development kit [SDK];Software development
programmes;Software development programs;Software development tools;Software
downloadable from the internet;Software drivers;Software for Automated Business
Process Discovery (ABPD);Software for Digital Distributed Storage;Software for GPS
navigation;Software for GPS navigation systems;Software for Smart
Contracts;Software for X-ray tomography;Software for accessing information on a
global computer network;Software for arcade video game machines;Software for
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arranging online transactions;Software for card readers;Software for commerce over
a global communications network;Software for computers;Software for conducting
general meetings;Software for converting natural language into machine executable
commands;Software for debt recovery;Software for designing online advertising on
websites;Software for diagnostics and troubleshooting;Software for dosimetry
purposes in the field of radiotherapy;Software for dynamic tomography
apparatus;Software for electronic driving assistance systems;Software for
embedding online advertising on websites;Software for ensuring the security of
electronic mail;Software for evaluating customer behaviour in online shops;Software
for facilitating secure credit card transactions;Software for generating virtual
images;Software for greenhouse gas accounting;Software for interactive
television;Software for mobile device management;Software for mobile
phones;Software for monitoring, analysing, controlling and running physical world
operations;Software for network and device security;Software for online
messaging;Software for operating an online shop;Software for operating and
managing integrated circuit components;Software for optical character
recognition;Software for pay per click optimisation;Software for processing digital
images;Software for processing electronic payments to and from others;Software for
processing images, graphics and text;Software for processing images, graphics,
audio, video and text;Software for product development;Software for remote
diagnostics;Software for renting advertising space on websites;Software for satellite
navigation systems;Software for search engine optimisation;Software for searching
and retrieving information across a computer network;Software for
smartphones;Software for tablet computers;Software for televisions;Software for the
analysis of business data;Software for the control of stage lighting apparatus and
instruments;Software for the integration of artificial intelligence and machine learning
in the field of Big Data;Software for the operational management of portable
magnetic and electronic cards;Software for the planning, integration and optimisation
of smart city applications;Software for the planning, integration and optimization of
Smart City applications;Software for the processing of business
transactions;Software for the redirection of messages;Software for use in
advertising;Software for virtual reality cinema;Software platforms to allow users to
collect money;Software programmable microprocessors;Software programs for video
games;Software related to handheld digital electronic devices;Software reliability
software;Software suites;Software testing software;Software to control and improve
audio equipment sound quality;Software to control building environmental, access
and security systems;Software;3D animation software;3D computer graphics
software;AI software;Accounting software;Adaptive software;Add-on circuit boards
for connecting computers to networking software;Animation software;Antimalware
software;Antispyware software;Antivirus software;Application development
software;Application server software;Application simulation software;Application
software;Application software for cloud computing services;Application software for
mobile devices;Application software for mobile phones;Application software for smart
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TV;Application software for smart phones;Application software for social networking
services via internet;Application software for televisions;Application software for
wireless devices;Application suites [software];Artificial intelligence and machine
learning software;Artificial intelligence software;Artificial intelligence software for
analysis;Artificial intelligence software for driverless cars;Artificial intelligence
software for healthcare;Artificial intelligence software for surveillance;Artificial
intelligence software for vehicles;Assistive software;Audio editing
software;Augmented reality game software;Augmented reality software;Augmented
reality software for creating maps;Augmented reality software for
education;Augmented reality software for simulation;Augmented reality software for
use in mobile devices;Augmented reality software for use in mobile devices for
integrating electronic data with real world environments;Authentication
software;BIOS software;Banking software;Betting software;Big data management
software;Bioinformatics software;Biometric software;Blog software;Boxes adapted
for storing computer software disks;Building management software;Business
application software;Business intelligence software;Business management
software;Business performance management [BPM] software;Business process
management [BPM] software;Business software;Business technology software;CAD
software;CAD-CAM software;CAE software;CAM software;CMS software [Content
management system];Cards encoded to access computer software;Cartridges
[software] for use with computers;Character recognition software;Chemical
engineering software;Children's educational software;Civil engineering
software;Closed circuit TV [CCTV] software;Cloud computing software;Cloud
network monitoring software;Cloud server software;Collaboration management
software platforms;Collaboration software;Collaboration software platforms
[software];Collaboration tools [software];Collaborative software;Communication
software;Communication software for connecting computer network
users;Communication software for connecting global computer
networks;Communication, networking and social networking
software;Communications processing computer software;Communications server
software;Communications software.
Class 35:
Marketing in the framework of software publishing;Providing consumer product
advice relating to software;Providing consumer product information relating to
software;Retail services for computer software;Retail services in relation to computer
software;Wholesale services in relation to computer software.
Class 41:
Education services relating to computer software;Education services relating to the
application of computer software;Lending of books relating to computer
software;Multimedia entertainment software publishing services;Publishing of
interactive computer and video game software;Training courses relating to computer
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software;Training in the design of software systems;Training in the development of
software systems;Training in the operation of software systems;Training relating to
computer software;Training services concerned with the use of computer
software;Training services in the field of computer software development;Training
services relating to computer software.
Class 42:
Administration of mail servers;Administration of user rights in computer
networks;Advice and development services relating to computer software;Advice
relating to the development of computer systems;Advisory and consultancy services
relating to computer and video games software;Advisory and information services
relating to computer software;Advisory services in the field of product development
and quality improvement of software;Advisory services relating to computer based
information systems;Advisory services relating to computer programming;Advisory
services relating to computer software;Advisory services relating to computer
software design;Advisory services relating to computer software used for
graphics;Advisory services relating to computer software used for
publishing;Advisory services relating to computer systems analysis;Advisory services
relating to computer systems design;Advisory services relating to science;Advisory
services relating to scientific research;Advisory services relating to technological
research;Advisory services relating to the use of computer software;Analysis
(Computer systems -);Analytical services relating to computer
programmes;Analytical services relating to computers;Application service provider
[ASP], namely, hosting computer software applications of others;Application system
testing consultancy;Collection of information relating to seismology;Comparative
analysis studies of the efficiency of computer systems;Comparative analysis studies
of the performance of computer systems;Compilation of computer
programs;Compilation of web pages for the Internet;Computer advisory
services;Computer and information technology consultancy services;Computer and
software consultancy services;Computer consultancy and advisory
services;Computer consultancy services;Computer engineering;Computer
engineering consultancy services;Computer hardware and software
design;Computer hardware (Consultancy in the design and development of );Computer program advisory services;Computer program maintenance
services;Computer program updating services;Computer programming;Computer
programming and maintenance of computer programs;Computer programming and
software design;Computer programming consultancy;Computer programming for
data processing;Computer programming for data processing and communication
systems;Computer programming for others;Computer programming for
telecommunications;Computer programming services;Computer project
management services;Computer security consultancy;Computer software advisory
services;Computer software consultancy;Computer software consultancy
services;Computer software consultation;Computer software consulting;Computer
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software consulting services;Computer software design;Computer software design
and development;Computer software design and updating;Computer software
design for others;Computer software (Design of -);Computer software design
services;Computer software development;Computer software development for
others;Computer software engineering;Computer software installation;Computer
software installation and maintenance;Computer software (Installation of -);Computer
software integration;Computer software maintenance;Computer software
(Maintenance of -);Computer software maintenance services;Computer software
programming services;Computer software rental;Computer software (Rental of );Computer software rental services;Computer software research;Computer software
technical support services;Computer software (Updating of -);Computer specification
design;Computer system analysis;Computer system design and
development;Computer system integration services;Computer system monitoring
services;Computer systems analysis;Computer systems design;Computer systems
development;Computer systems integration services;Computer technology
consultancy;Computer testing;Computer website design;Computing
consultancy;Consultancy and advice on computer software and
hardware;Consultancy and information services in the field of computer system
integration;Consultancy and information services in the field of information
technology;Consultancy and information services in the field of information
technology architecture and infrastructure;Consultancy and information services
relating to computer programming;Consultancy and information services relating to
computer software design;Consultancy and information services relating to computer
system integration;Consultancy and information services relating to information
technology;Consultancy and information services relating to software
maintenance;Consultancy and information services relating to the design,
programming and maintenance of computer software;Consultancy (Computer
software -);Consultancy in the design and development of computer
hardware;Consultancy in the field of computer software;Consultancy in the field of
computer system analysis;Consultancy in the field of computer system
integration;Consultancy in the field of software design;Consultancy relating to
computer software;Consultancy relating to software design and
development;Consultancy relating to software maintenance;Consultancy relating to
the creation and design of websites;Consultancy relating to the creation and design
of websites for e-commerce;Consultancy relating to the creation of homepages and
Internet pages;Consultancy relating to the design and development of computer
database programs;Consultancy relating to the design and development of computer
programs;Consultancy relating to the design and development of computer software
programs;Consultancy relating to the design of home pages and Internet
sites;Consultancy relating to the design of homepages and Internet
pages;Consultancy relating to the design of packaging;Consultancy relating to the
updating of software;Consultancy services for analysing information
systems;Consultancy services for designing information systems;Consultancy
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services in relation to computer software;Consultancy services in the field of
technological development;Consultancy services relating to computer networks
using mixed software environments;Consultancy services relating to computer
programming;Consultancy services relating to computer systems;Consultancy
services relating to computers;Consultancy services relating to
computing;Consultancy services relating to design;Consultancy services relating to
information technology;Consultancy services relating to software used in the field of
e-commerce;Consultancy services relating to technological research;Consultancy
with regard to webpage design;Consultation services relating to computer
software;Consultation services relating to computer systems;Consultation services
relating to computers;Consulting services in the field of software as a service
[SaaS];Consulting services relating to computer software;Creating and designing
web pages for others;Creating and designing website-based indexes of information
for others [information technology services];Creating and maintaining computer sites
(web sites) for others;Creating and maintaining customized web pages;Creating and
maintaining web sites;Creating and maintaining web sites for others;Creating and
maintaining websites;Creating and maintaining web-sites;Creating and maintaining
websites for cellular phones;Creating and maintaining websites for mobile
phones;Creating, designing and maintaining web sites;Creating electronically stored
web pages for online services and the internet;Creating home pages for
others;Creating, maintaining and hosting the web sites of others;Creating,
maintaining and hosting the websites of others;Creating, maintaining, and
modernizing computer software;Creating, maintaining, and updating computer
software;Creating of computer programs;Creating of home pages for computer
networks;Creating or maintaining web sites for others;Creating programmes for data
processing;Creating web pages for others;Creating websites;Creation and
maintenance of software for blogs;Creation and maintenance of web sites;Creation
and maintenance of web sites for others;Creation and maintenance of
websites;Creation and provision of web pages to and for third parties;Creation,
maintenance and adaptation of software;Creation of computer programmes for data
processing;Creation of computing platforms for third parties;Creation of internet web
sites;Creation, updating and adapting of computer programs;Cross-platform
conversion of digital content into other forms of digital content;Custom design and
engineering of telephony systems, cable television systems and fiber optics;Advisory
services relating to technological research;Custom design of software
packages;Customized design of computer software;Data decryption services;Data
encryption services;Data migration services;Data mining;Database design;Database
design and development;Database development services;Debugging computer
software for others;Design and construction of homepages and websites;Design and
creating web sites for others;Design and creation of homepages and Internet
pages;Design and creation of web sites for others;Design and development of
computer database programs;Design and development of computer database
software;Design and development of computer databases;Design and development
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of computer game software and virtual reality software;Design and development of
computer hardware and software;Design and development of computer
software;Design and development of computer software architecture;Design and
development of computer software for evaluation and calculation of data;Design and
development of computer software for others;Design and development of computer
software for reading, transmitting and organising data;Design and development of
data processing programs;Design and development of data processing
software;Design and development of data processing systems;Design and
development of data retrieval software;Design and development of data storage
systems;Design and development of databases;Design and development of
electronic database software;Design and development of homepages and
websites;Design and development of image processing software;Design and
development of medical technology;Design and development of new technology for
others;Design and development of operating software for accessing and using a
cloud computing network;Design and development of operating software for cloud
computing networks;Design and development of operating software for computer
networks and servers;Design and development of operating system software;Design
and development of software for database management;Design and development of
software for importing and managing data;Design and development of software for
website development;Design and development of software in the field of mobile
applications;Design and development of virtual reality software;Design and
development of word processing software;Design and graphic arts design for the
creation of web pages on the Internet;Design and graphic arts design for the creation
of web sites;Design and maintenance of computer sites for third parties;Design and
maintenance of web sites for others;Design and updating of home pages and web
pages;Design and writing of computer software;Design (Computer system -);Design,
creation and programming of web pages;Design, creation, hosting and maintenance
of websites for others;Design, development and implementation of software;Design,
development and programming of computer software;Design, drawing and
commissioned writing of computer software;Design, maintenance and updating of
computer software;Design, maintenance and up-dating of computer software;Design,
maintenance, development and updating of computer software;Design,
maintenance, rental and updating of computer software;Design of computer
database;Design of computer database software;Design of computer
databases;Design of computer game software;Design of computer hardware and
software;Design of computer programs;Design of computer software;Design of
computer systems;Design of home pages;Design of home pages and web
sites;Design of homepages and Internet pages;Design of homepages and
websites;Design of information systems;Design of information systems relating to
finance;Design of information systems relating to management;Design of Internet
pages;Design of logos for corporate identity;Design of mathematical models;Design
of programs for computers;Design of software;Design of software for digital signal
processing;Design of software for embedded devices;Design of virtual reality
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software;Design of web pages;Design of web sites;Design of websites;Design of
word processing software;Design services for computer programs;Design services
for data processing systems;Design services relating to computer
programmes;Design services relating to computer software;Design services relating
to computer systems;Design services relating to computerised information
processing systems;Design services relating to data processing systems;Design
services relating to data processing test tools;Design services relating to data
processing tools;Design services relating to virtual reality software;Design, updating
and maintenance of computer software;Designing;Designing and creating web sites
for others;Designing and developing web pages;Designing and developing
webpages on the internet;Designing and implementing network web pages for
others;Designing and implementing web sites for others;Designing computer
codes;Designing computer languages;Designing computer software for controlling
self-service terminals;Designing of computer programs;Designing websites for
advertising purposes;Developing and updating computer software;Developing
computer software;Developing computer software for others;Developing of driver
and operating system software;Development and creation of computer programmes
for data processing;Development and design of mobile applications;Development
and maintenance of computer database software;Development and maintenance of
computer software;Development and testing of computing methods, algorithms and
software;Development and testing of software;Development, design and updating of
home pages;Development of application software for delivery of multimedia
content;Development of computer codes;Development of computer database
software;Development of computer game software;Development of computer
hardware and software;Development of computer programmes;Development of
computer programs;Development of computer software;Development of computer
software application solutions;Development of computer software for logistics, supply
chain management and e-business portals;Development of computer software for
use with programmable controllers;Development of computer systems;Development
of data bases;Development of data processing programs by order of third
parties;Development of data programs;Development of new technology for
others;Development of programmes for data processing;Development of programs
for computers;Development of software;Development of software for audio and video
operators;Development of software for communication systems;Development of
software for compression and decompression of multimedia contents;Development
of software for data and multimedia content conversion from and to different
protocols;Development of software for digital signal processing;Development of
software for multimedia data storing and recalling;Development of software for
processing and distribution of multimedia contents;Development of software for
secure network operations;Development of software solutions for internet providers
and internet users;Development of systems for the processing of data;Development
of systems for the storage of data;Development of systems for the transmission of
data;Development of technologies for the protection of electronic
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networks;Development of testing methods;Development of virtual reality
software;Development of word processing software;Development (Research and -)
of products;Development services in the field of computer software and advisory
services relating thereto;Development services relating to computer
programmes;Development services relating to computer software application
solutions;Development services relating to computer systems;Development services
relating to data processing systems;Development services relating to virtual reality
software;Development, updating and maintenance of software and database
systems;Diagnosis of faults in computer software;Digital asset
management;Duplicating computer programmes;Duplicating computer
programs;Duplication of computer programmes;Duplication of computer
programs;Duplication of computer software;Editing of computer programs;Editing
services for computer programs;Encryption, decryption and authentication of
information, messages and data;Engineering consultancy relating to computer
programming;Engineering consultancy relating to data-processing;Engineering
services in the field of communications technology;Engineering services relating to
automatic data processing;Engineering services relating to computer
programming;Engineering services relating to computers;Engineering services
relating to data processing;Engineering services relating to data processing
technology;Engineering services relating to information technology;Engineering
services relating to the design of communications systems;Expert advice relating to
technology;Expert opinion relating to technology;Expert reporting services relating to
technology;Feasibility study services relating to computer software;Geophysical
exploration for the oil industry;Geophysical exploration services;Geophysical
research services;Geophysical surveys;Geo-seismic survey services;Homepage and
webpage design;Hosting a website for the electronic storage of digital photographs
and videos;Hosting an online website for creating and hosting micro websites for
businesses;Hosting computer sites [web sites];Hosting computer sites
[websites];Hosting computer software applications for others;Hosting memory space
for websites;Hosting memory space on the Internet;Hosting of communication
platforms on the internet;Hosting of customized web pages;Hosting of
databases;Hosting of digital content;Hosting of digital content on the Internet;Hosting
of digital content online;Hosting of e-commerce platforms on the Internet;Hosting of
interactive applications;Hosting of memory space on the Internet for storing digital
photographs;Hosting of mobile applications;Hosting of mobile websites;Hosting of
multimedia applications;Hosting of multimedia content for others;Hosting of platforms
on the Internet;Hosting of portals on the internet;Hosting of servers;Hosting of web
portals;Hosting of web sites;Hosting of websites;Hosting on-line facilities for
conducting interactive discussions;Hosting on-line web facilities for others;Hosting
online web facilities for others for conducting interactive discussions;Hosting on-line
web facilities for others for managing and sharing on-line content;Hosting online web
facilities for others for sharing online content;Hosting the computer sites (web sites)
of others;Hosting the web sites of others;Hosting the web sites of others on a
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computer server for a global computer network;Hosting the websites of
others;Hosting web portals;Hosting web sites;Hosting webpages for others;Hosting
websites;Hosting websites on the Internet;Image processing software design;Image
processing software development;Implementation of computer programs in
networks;Information services relating to information technology;Information services
relating to the application of computer systems;Information services relating to the
development of computer networks;Information services relating to the development
of computer systems;Information technology consultancy;Information technology
consulting;Information technology consulting services;Information technology [IT]
consultancy;Information technology [IT] consulting services;Information technology
services;Information technology services provided on an outsourcing
basis;Information technology support services;Infrastructure as a Service
[IaaS];Installation and actualisation of programs for data processing;Installation and
customisation of computer applications software;Installation and maintenance of
computer programs;Installation and maintenance of computer software;Installation
and maintenance of database software;Installation and maintenance of Internet
access software;Installation and maintenance services for software;Installation,
maintenance and repair of computer software;Installation, maintenance and repair of
software for computer systems;Installation, maintenance and updating of computer
software;Installation, maintenance and updating of database software;Installation,
maintenance, repair and servicing of computer software;Installation, maintenance,
updating and upgrading of computer software;Installation of Access Control as a
Service (ACaaS) software;Installation of computer programmes;Installation of
computer programs;Installation of computer software;Installation of database
software;Installation of software;Installation, repair and maintenance of computer
software;Installation, setting up and maintenance of computer software;Installation,
updating and maintenance of computer software;Installing computer
programs;Installing web pages on the internet for others;Integration of computer
systems and networks;Interactive hosting services which allow the users to publish
and share their own content and images online;Internet security consultancy;Internet
web site design services;Intranet design, development and maintenance;IT
consultancy, advisory and information services;IT project management;IT security,
protection and restoration;IT service management [ITSM];IT services;Maintenance
and upgrading of computer software;Maintenance of and updating of computer
software;Maintenance of computer programmes;Maintenance of computer
programs;Maintenance of computer records;Maintenance of computer
software;Maintenance of data bases;Maintenance of data processing
software;Maintenance of software;Maintenance of software for communication
systems;Maintenance of software for Internet access;Maintenance of software used
in the field of e-commerce;Maintenance of websites;Maintenance of websites and
hosting on-line web facilities for others;Managing the web sites of others;Managing
web sites for others;Mapping;Mapping services;Mathematical models (Design of );Mathematical research services;Monitoring of computer systems by remote
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access;Monitoring of computer systems for detecting unauthorized access or data
breach;Monitoring of computer systems for security purposes;Monitoring of computer
systems to detect breakdowns;Monitoring of network systems;Monitoring the quality
control of seismic procedures;Outsource service providers in the field of information
technology;Pattern design;Planning, design, development and maintenance of online
websites for third parties;Platforms for artificial intelligence as software as a service
[SaaS];Preparation of computer programs for data processing;Preparation of data
processing programmes;Preparation of reports relating to computer
programmes;Preparation of reports relating to computer programming;Preparation of
technological reports;Preparation of technological research reports;Private cloud
hosting provider service;Product design;Product design and development;Product
design services;Product development;Product development consultation;Product
development for others;Product research;Product research and
development;Professional advisory services relating to computer
software;Professional consultancy relating to computer security;Professional
consultancy relating to computer software;Professional consultancy relating to
technology;Professional consultancy services relating to computer
programming;Programming (Computer -);Programming of computer
animations;Programming of computer game software;Programming of computer
software for electronic language translation dictionaries and databases;Programming
of computer software for evaluation and calculation of data;Programming of
computer software for reading, transmitting and organising data;Programming of
computers;Programming of computers for the printing of bar codes;Programming of
computers for the regulation of data between buyers and suppliers;Programming of
customized web pages;Programming of data processing equipment;Programming of
data processing programs;Programming of Internet security programs;Programming
of operating software for accessing and using a cloud computing
network;Programming of operating software for computer networks and
servers;Programming of software for database management;Programming of
software for e-commerce platforms;Programming of software for evaluating customer
behaviour in online shops;Programming of software for importing and managing
data;Programming of software for information platforms on the Internet;Programming
of software for Internet platforms;Programming of software for Internet portals,
chatrooms, chat lines and Internet forums;Programming of software for inventory
management;Programming of software for market research purposes;Programming
of software for online advertising;Programming of software for website
development;Programming of telecommunications software;Programming of video
game software;Programming of web pages;Project studies relating to
software;Providing artificial intelligence computer programs on data
networks;Providing information about the design and development of computer
software;Providing information about the design and development of computer
software, systems and networks;Providing information, advice and consultancy
services in the field of computer software;Providing information in the field of
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architectural design via a website;Providing information in the field of computer
software design;Providing information in the field of computer software
development;Providing information in the field of information technology;Providing
information in the field of product design;Providing information in the field of product
development;Providing information on computer technology and programming via a
web site;Providing information relating to computer technology and programming via
a web site;Providing on-line information in the field of technological research from a
computer database or the Internet;Providing online, non-downloadable
software;Providing user authentication services using single sign-on technology for
online software applications;Providing virtual computer systems through cloud
computing;Provision of information relating to computer programming;Provision of
information relating to computer programs;Provision of information relating to
information technology;Provision of information relating to scientific
research;Provision of information relating to technological research;Provision of
Internet search engines;Provision of on-line support services for computer program
users;Provision of research services;Provision of scientific information;Provision of
search engines for the Internet;Provision of security services for computer networks,
computer access and computerised transactions;Provision of surveys
[scientific];Provision of surveys [technical];Provision of technical consultancy (advice)
in the field of telecommunications;Provision of technical studies relating to computer
programming;Quality control relating to computer software;Quality control relating to
computer systems;Recordal of seismic data;Remote server administration;Rental of
web servers;Rental of webservers;Repair (maintenance, updating) of
software;Repair of computer software;Repair of damaged computer programs;Repair
of software [maintenance, updating];Research and consultancy services relating to
computer software;Research and development for others;Research and
development of computer software;Research and development of new
products;Research, development, design and upgrading of computer
software;Research in the field of artificial intelligence;Research in the field of
computer programs and software;Research in the field of data processing
technology;Research in the field of information technology;Research in the field of
science provided by engineers;Research in the field of telecommunication
technology;Research relating to computer programming;Research relating to
computer programs;Research relating to computers;Research relating to data
processing;Research relating to technology;Research relating to the development of
computer programs and software;Research relating to the development of computer
software;Research (Scientific -);Research services;Research services relating to
computer programmes;Research services relating to computers;Science and
technology services;Scientific and technological design;Scientific and technological
research in the field of natural disasters;Scientific and technological research relating
to patent mapping;Scientific and technological services;Scientific computer
programming services;Scientific consultancy;Scientific design services;Scientific
research;Scientific research and analysis;Scientific research and
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development;Scientific services and design relating thereto;Scientific services and
research relating thereto;Scientific technological services;Seismic analysis
services;Server administration;Server hosting;Servers (Rental of Web -);Services for
designing computer software;Services for maintenance of computer
software;Services for reproducing computer programs;Services for the design of
computer software;Services for the design of computer systems;Services for the
design of electronic data processing software;Services for the provision of
technological information;Services for the updating of computer
programmes;Services for the writing of computer programs;Services for the writing of
computer software;Services for updating computer software;Smartphone software
design;Software as a service;Software as a service [SaaS];Software as a service
[SaaS] featuring computer software platforms for artificial intelligence;Software as a
service [SaaS] featuring software for deep learning;Software as a service [SaaS]
featuring software for deep neural networks;Software as a service [SaaS] featuring
software for machine learning;Software as a service [SaaS] featuring software
platforms for graphic design;Software as a service [SAAS] services;Software as a
service [SaaS] services featuring software for machine learning, deep learning and
deep neural networks;Software authoring;Software consultancy services;Software
consulting services;Software creation;Software customisation services;Software
design;Software design and development;Software design (Computer -);Software
design for others;Software development;Software development in the framework of
software publishing;Software development, programming and
implementation;Software development services;Software engineering;Software
engineering services;Software engineering services for data processing
programs;Software installation;Software maintenance services;Software (Rental of
computer -);Software research;Software (Updating of computer -);Systems analysis
(Computer -);Technical advice and consultancy services in the field of information
technology;Technical advice and consultancy services in the field of
telecommunications;Technical advisory services relating to computer
programs;Technical advisory services relating to data processing;Technical
assessments relating to design;Technical consultancy relating to the application and
use of computer software;Technical consultancy relating to the installation and
maintenance of computer software;Technical consultancy services relating to
computer programming;Technical consultancy services relating to information
technology;Technical data analysis;Technical data analysis services;Technical
design;Technical design and planning of telecommunications networks;Technical
drawing;Technical engineering;Technical inspection services;Technical
research;Technical research relating to automatic identification systems;Technical
research relating to automatic numbering systems;Technical research
services;Technical services for the downloading of digital data;Technical services for
the downloading of software;Technical studies;Technical supervision and
inspection;Technical support services relating to computer software and
applications;Technical survey services;Technical surveying;Technical
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testing;Technical testing services;Technical writing;Technical writing for
others;Technological advisory services;Technological advisory services relating to
computer programs;Technological analysis services;Technological
consultancy;Technological consultation services;Technological design
services;Technological research;Technological research services;Technological
services;Technological services and design relating thereto;Technological services
and research relating thereto;Technological studies;Testing of computer
software;Troubleshooting of computer software problems;Update of computer
software;Updating and adapting of computer programs according to user
requirements;Updating and design of computer software;Updating and maintenance
of computer software;Updating and maintenance of computer software and
programs;Updating and upgrading of computer software;Updating home pages for
others;Updating Internet pages;Updating of computer programs;Updating of
computer programs for third parties;Updating of computer software;Up-dating of
computer software;Updating of computer software for others;Updating of computer
software relating to computer security and prevention of computer risks;Updating of
home pages for computer networks;Updating of smartphone software;Updating of
software;Updating of software data bases;Updating of software databases;Updating
of software for communication systems;Updating of software for data
processing;Updating of software for embedded devices;Updating websites for
others;Upgrading and maintenance of computer software;Upgrading of computer
software;User authentication services using single sign-on technology for online
software applications;User authentication services using technology for e-commerce
transactions;Video game development services;Video game software design;Video
game software development;Web hosting;Web hosting services;Web page design
services;Web portal design;Web site design;Web site design and creation
services;Web site design consultancy;Web site design services;Web site hosting
services;Webhosting;Webpage design services;Website design;Website design and
development;Website design consultancy;Website design services;Website
development for others;Website development services;Website hosting
services;Website load testing services;Website usability testing services;Writing and
updating computer software;Writing of computer programs;Writing of computer
software;Writing of control programs;Writing of data processing programs;Writing of
programs for data processing;Seismic analysis services;Monitoring the quality
control of seismic procedures;Recordal of seismic data;Consultancy services relating
to geophysics;Monitoring the quality control of seismic procedures;Recordal of
seismic data;Seismic analysis services;Advice and development services relating to
computer software;Advisory services relating to computer software;Advisory services
relating to computer software design;Advisory services relating to man-machine
interfaces for computer software;Advisory services relating to the use of computer
software;Application service provider (ASP) services, namely, hosting computer
software applications of others;Application service provider [ASP], namely, hosting
computer software applications of others;Calibration services relating to computer
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software;Computer hardware and software design;Computer programming and
software design;Computer software (Design of -);Computer software (Installation of );Computer software (Maintenance of -);Computer software (Updating of -);Computer
software advisory services;Computer software consultancy;Computer software
consultancy services;Computer software consultation;Computer software
consulting;Computer software consulting services;Computer software
design;Computer software design and development;Computer software design and
updating;Computer software design for others;Computer software design
services;Computer software development;Computer software development for
others;Computer software engineering;Computer software installation;Computer
software installation and maintenance;Computer software integration;Computer
software maintenance;Computer software maintenance services;Computer software
programming services;Computer software rental;Computer software rental
services;Computer software research;Computer software technical support
services;Conducting feasibility studies relating to computer software;Configuration of
computer networks by software;Configuration of computer networks using
software;Configuration of computer software;Configuring computer hardware using
software;Consultancy (Computer software -);Consultancy and advice on computer
software and hardware;Consultancy and information services relating to computer
software design;Consultancy and information services relating to software
maintenance;Consultancy and information services relating to software
rental;Consultancy and information services relating to the design, programming and
maintenance of computer software;Consultancy in the field of computer
software;Consultancy in the field of security software;Consultancy in the field of
software design;Consultancy relating to computer software;Consultancy relating to
software design and development;Consultancy relating to software for
communication systems;Consultancy relating to software maintenance;Consultancy
relating to the design and development of computer software programs;Consultancy
relating to the updating of software;Consultancy services in relation to computer
software;Consultancy services relating to computer networks using mixed software
environments;Consultancy services relating to software used in the field of ecommerce;Consultation services relating to computer software;Consulting services
in the field of software as a service [SaaS];Consulting services relating to computer
software;Copying of computer software;Creating, maintaining, and modernizing
computer software;Creating, maintaining, and updating computer software;Creation
and maintenance of software for blogs;Creation, maintenance and adaptation of
software;Custom design of software packages;Customized design of computer
software;Debugging computer software for others;Design and development of
antivirus software;Design and development of computer database software;Design
and development of computer game software;Design and development of computer
game software and virtual reality software;Design and development of computer
hardware and software;Design and development of computer software;Design and
development of computer software architecture;Design and development of
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computer software for evaluation and calculation of data;Design and development of
computer software for logistics;Design and development of computer software for
logistics, supply chain management and e-business portals;Design and development
of computer software for others;Design and development of computer software for
process control;Design and development of computer software for reading,
transmitting and organising data;Design and development of computer software for
supply chain management;Design and development of computer software for use
with medical technology;Design and development of computer software for vehicle
simulation;Design and development of data processing software;Design and
development of data retrieval software;Design and development of driver
software;Design and development of electronic database software;Design and
development of energy management software;Design and development of image
processing software;Design and development of operating software for accessing
and using a cloud computing network;Design and development of operating software
for cloud computing networks;Design and development of operating software for
computer networks and servers;Design and development of operating system
software;Design and development of route planning software;Design and
development of software and hardware for signal amplification and
transmission;Design and development of software for control, regulation and
monitoring of solar energy systems;Design and development of software for
database management;Design and development of software for electronic television
program guides;Design and development of software for importing and managing
data;Design and development of software for instant messaging;Design and
development of software for inventory management;Design and development of
software for website development;Design and development of software in the field of
mobile applications;Design and development of video game software;Design and
development of virtual reality software;Design and development of word processing
software;Design and writing of computer software;Design of computer database
software;Design of computer game software;Design of computer hardware and
software;Design of computer machine and computer software for commercial
analysis and reporting;Design of computer programs and software relating to
aircraft;Design of computer software;Design of driver software;Design of graphic
software systems;Design of operating system software;Design of software;Design of
software for audio and video operators;Design of software for compression and
decompression of multimedia contents;Design of software for data and multimedia
content conversion from and to different protocols;Design of software for digital
signal processing;Design of software for embedded devices;Design of software for
multimedia data storing and recalling;Design of software for processing and
distribution of multimedia contents;Design of software for use with printing
machines;Design of virtual reality software;Design of word processing
software;Design services relating to computer software;Design services relating to
virtual reality software;Design, development and implementation of software;Design,
development and programming of computer software;Design, drawing and
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commissioned writing of computer software;Design, maintenance and up-dating of
computer software;Design, maintenance and updating of computer software;Design,
maintenance, development and updating of computer software;Design,
maintenance, rental and updating of computer software;Design, updating and
maintenance of computer software;Designing computer software for controlling selfservice terminals;Developing and updating computer software;Developing computer
software;Developing computer software for others;Developing of driver and
operating system software;Development and maintenance of computer database
software;Development and maintenance of computer software;Development and
testing of computing methods, algorithms and software;Development and testing of
software;Development of application software for delivery of multimedia
content;Development of computer database software;Development of computer
game software;Development of computer hardware and software;Development of
computer programs recorded on data media (software) designed for use in
construction and automated manufacturing (cad/cam);Development of computer
software;Development of computer software application solutions;Development of
computer software for computer aided design/computer aided manufacturing
[CAD/CAM];Development of computer software for creating electronic television
program guides;Development of computer software for logistics, supply chain
management and e-business portals;Development of computer software for use with
computer-controlled switching systems;Development of computer software for use
with programmable controllers;Development of driver software;Development of
interactive multimedia software;Development of operating system
software;Development of software;Development of software for Automated Business
Process Discovery (ABPD);Development of software for audio and video
operators;Development of software for communication systems;Development of
software for compression and decompression of multimedia contents;Development
of software for data and multimedia content conversion from and to different
protocols;Development of software for digital signal processing;Development of
software for multimedia data storing and recalling;Development of software for
processing and distribution of multimedia contents;Development of software for
secure network operations;Development of software solutions for internet providers
and internet users;Development of virtual reality software;Development of word
processing software;Development services in the field of computer software and
advisory services relating thereto;Development services relating to computer
software application solutions;Development services relating to virtual reality
software;Development, updating and maintenance of software and database
systems;Diagnosing computer hardware problems using software;Diagnosis of faults
in computer software;Duplication of computer software;Feasibility study services
relating to computer software;Hiring of computer software;Hosting computer software
applications for others;Hosting of Access Control as a Service (ACaaS) servers and
software;Hosting of software for use in library management;Hosting services,
software as a service, and rental of software;Image processing software
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design;Image processing software development;Installation and customisation of
computer applications software;Installation and maintenance of Internet access
software;Installation and maintenance of computer software;Installation and
maintenance of database software;Installation and maintenance services for
software;Installation of Access Control as a Service (ACaaS) software;Installation of
Internet access software;Installation of computer software;Installation of database
software;Installation of software;Installation, maintenance and repair of computer
software;Installation, maintenance and repair of software for computer
systems;Installation, maintenance and updating of computer software;Installation,
maintenance and updating of database software;Installation, maintenance, repair
and servicing of computer software;Installation, maintenance, updating and
upgrading of computer software;Installation, repair and maintenance of computer
software;Installation, setting up and maintenance of computer software;Installation,
updating and maintenance of computer software;Leasing of computer
software;Leasing of computer software for reading a data base of price
quotes;Leasing of computer software for reading a data stream;Leasing of computer
software relating to price quotes;Maintenance and repair of software;Maintenance
and updating of computer software;Maintenance and updating of software for
communication systems;Maintenance and upgrading of computer
software;Maintenance of and updating of computer software;Maintenance of
computer software;Maintenance of computer software relating to computer security
and prevention of computer risks;Maintenance of computer software used for
operating filling apparatus and machines;Maintenance of data processing
software;Maintenance of software;Maintenance of software for Internet
access;Maintenance of software for communication systems;Maintenance of
software used in the field of e-commerce;Platform as a service [PaaS] featuring
software platforms for transmission of images, audio-visual content, video content
and messages;Platforms for artificial intelligence as software as a service
[SaaS];Platforms for gaming as software as a service [SaaS];Platforms for graphic
design as software as a service [SaaS];Professional advisory services relating to
computer software;Professional consultancy relating to computer
software;Programming of EDP software;Programming of computer game
software;Programming of computer software for electronic language translation
dictionaries and databases;Programming of computer software for evaluation and
calculation of data;Programming of computer software for reading, transmitting and
organising data;Programming of educational software;Programming of energy
management software;Programming of operating software for accessing and using a
cloud computing network;Programming of operating software for computer networks
and servers;Programming of software for Internet platforms;Programming of
software for Internet portals, chatrooms, chat lines and Internet forums;Programming
of software for database management;Programming of software for e-commerce
platforms;Programming of software for evaluating customer behaviour in online
shops;Programming of software for importing and managing data;Programming of
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software for information platforms on the Internet;Programming of software for
inventory management;Programming of software for market research
purposes;Programming of software for online advertising;Programming of software
for website development;Programming of telecommunications
software;Programming of video game software;Project studies relating to
software;Providing information about the design and development of computer
hardware and software;Providing information about the design and development of
computer software;Providing information about the design and development of
computer software, systems and networks;Providing information in the field of
computer software design;Providing information in the field of computer software
development;Providing information, advice and consultancy services in the field of
computer software;Providing on-line non-downloadable software for database
management;Providing online non-downloadable software for use in
communication;Providing online non-downloadable software for use in supply chain
management;Providing online non-downloadable software for word
processing;Providing online, non-downloadable software;Providing software on a
global computer network;Providing technical advice relating to computer hardware
and software;Providing temporary use of non downloadable computer
software;Providing temporary use of non-downloadable business software;Providing
temporary use of non-downloadable computer software for preparing shipping
documents over computer networks, intranets and the internet;Providing temporary
use of non-downloadable computer software for shipment processing over computer
networks, intranets and the internet;Providing temporary use of non-downloadable
computer software for tracking freight over computer networks, intranets and the
internet;Providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer software for
tracking packages over computer networks, intranets and the internet;Providing
temporary use of non-downloadable computer software for use in the creation and
publication of on-line journals and blogs;Providing temporary use of nondownloadable interactive entertainment software;Providing temporary use of nondownloadable software;Providing temporary use of non-downloadable software
applications accessible via a web site;Providing temporary use of non-downloadable
software for analyzing financial data and generating reports;Providing temporary use
of non-downloadable software to enable content providers to track multimedia
content;Providing temporary use of non-downloadable software to enable sharing of
multimedia content and comments among users;Providing temporary use of on-line
non-downloadable operating software for accessing and using a cloud computing
network;Providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable operating software for
computer networks and servers;Providing temporary use of on-line nondownloadable software;Providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable
software development tools;Providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable
software for database management;Providing temporary use of on-line nondownloadable software for importing and managing data;Providing temporary use of
on-line non-downloadable software for inventory management;Providing temporary
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use of on-line non-downloadable software for processing electronic
payments;Providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software for the
management of data;Providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software
for the management of information;Providing temporary use of on-line nondownloadable software for the transmission of data;Providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software for the transmission of information;Providing
temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software for web site
development;Providing temporary use of on-line, non-downloadable software for use
in publishing and printing;Providing temporary use of online non-downloadable
investment software;Providing temporary use of online non-downloadable
software;Providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software for
accessing and using a cloud computing network;Providing temporary use of online
non-downloadable software for word processing;Providing temporary use of online,
non-downloadable computer software for language translation;Providing temporary
use of online, non-downloadable computer software for use in broadcast monitoring
applications;Providing temporary use of web-based software;Providing user
authentication services using biometric hardware and software technology for ecommerce transactions;Providing user authentication services using single sign-on
technology for online software applications;Quality control relating to computer
software;Rental and maintenance of computer software;Rental of application
software;Rental of computer database software;Rental of computer game
software;Rental of computer hardware and computer software;Rental of computer
hardware and software;Rental of computer software;Rental of computer software
and programs;Rental of computer software relating to travel;Rental of computer
software, data processing equipment and computer peripheral devices;Rental of
computers and computer software;Rental of computers and software;Rental of
database management software;Rental of entertainment software;Rental of financial
management software;Rental of operating software for accessing and using a cloud
computing network;Rental of operating software for computer networks and
servers;Rental of software;Rental of software for Internet access;Rental of software
for computers;Rental of software for data processing;Rental of software for importing
and managing data;Rental of software for inventory management;Rental of software
for website development;Rental of video game software;Renting computer
software;Renting out hardware and software;Repair (maintenance, updating) of
software;Repair of computer software;Repair of software [maintenance,
updating];Research and consultancy services relating to computer
software;Research and development of computer software;Research in the field of
computer programs and software;Research relating to the development of computer
programs and software;Research relating to the development of computer
software;Research, development, design and upgrading of computer
software;Services for designing computer software;Services for maintenance of
computer software;Services for the design of computer software;Services for the
design of electronic data processing software;Services for the leasing of computer
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software;Services for the writing of computer software;Services for updating
computer software;Smartphone software design;Support and maintenance services
for computer software;Technical consultancy relating to the application and use of
computer software;Technical consultancy relating to the installation and
maintenance of computer software;Technical project studies in the field of computer
hardware and software;Technical services for the downloading of software;Technical
support services relating to computer software and applications;Testing of computer
software;Troubleshooting of computer hardware and software
problems;Troubleshooting of computer software problems;Up-dating of computer
software;Update of computer software;Updating and design of computer
software;Updating and maintenance of computer software;Updating and
maintenance of computer software and programs;Updating and upgrading of
computer software;Updating of computer software;Updating of computer software for
others;Updating of computer software relating to computer security and prevention of
computer risks;Updating of smartphone software;Updating of software;Updating of
software data bases;Updating of software databases;Updating of software for
communication systems;Updating of software for data processing;Updating of
software for embedded devices;Upgrading and maintenance of computer
software;Upgrading of computer software;User authentication services using single
sign-on technology for online software applications;Video game software
design;Video game software development;Writing and updating computer
software;Writing of computer software;Software (Rental of computer -);Software
(Updating of computer -);Software as a service;Software as a service [SAAS]
services;Software as a service [SaaS];Software as a service [SaaS] featuring
computer software platforms for artificial intelligence;Software as a service [SaaS]
featuring software for deep learning;Software as a service [SaaS] featuring software
for deep neural networks;Software as a service [SaaS] featuring software for
machine learning;Software as a service [SaaS] featuring software platforms for
electronic gaming;Software as a service [SaaS] featuring software platforms for
graphic design;Software as a service [SaaS] services featuring software for machine
learning, deep learning and deep neural networks;Software authoring;Software
consultancy services;Software consulting services;Software creation;Software
customisation services;Software design;Software design (Computer -);Software
design and development;Software design for others;Software development;Software
development in the framework of software publishing;Software development
services;Software development, programming and implementation;Software
engineering;Software engineering services;Software engineering services for data
processing programs;Software installation;Software maintenance services;Software
research;Software (Rental of computer -);Software (Updating of computer );Software as a service;Software as a service [SAAS] services;Software as a service
[SaaS];Software as a service [SaaS] featuring computer software platforms for
artificial intelligence;Software as a service [SaaS] featuring software for deep
learning;Software as a service [SaaS] featuring software for deep neural
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networks;Software as a service [SaaS] featuring software for machine
learning;Software as a service [SaaS] featuring software platforms for electronic
gaming;Software as a service [SaaS] featuring software platforms for graphic
design;Software as a service [SaaS] services featuring software for machine
learning, deep learning and deep neural networks;Software authoring;Software
consultancy services;Software consulting services;Software creation;Software
customisation services;Software design;Software design (Computer -);Software
design and development;Software design for others;Software development;Software
development in the framework of software publishing;Software development
services;Software development, programming and implementation;Software
engineering;Software engineering services;Software engineering services for data
processing programs;Software installation;Software maintenance services;Software
research;Advice and development services relating to computer software;Advisory
and consultancy services relating to computer and video games software;Advisory
and information services relating to computer software;Advisory services in the field
of product development and quality improvement of software;Advisory services
relating to computer software;Advisory services relating to computer software
design;Advisory services relating to computer software used for graphics;Advisory
services relating to computer software used for printing;Advisory services relating to
computer software used for publishing;Advisory services relating to man-machine
interfaces for computer software;Advisory services relating to the rental of computers
or computer software;Advisory services relating to the use of computer
software;Application service provider (ASP) services, namely, hosting computer
software applications of others;Application service provider [ASP], namely, hosting
computer software applications of others;Calibration services relating to computer
software;Commissioned writing of computer programs, software and code for the
creation of web pages on the Internet.
In the name of WODENSOFT LTD
Company number 11306022
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